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Abstract. The paper presents and outlines the demonstration of an open source 
mobile application platform for designing, supporting, and evaluating mobile 
learning scenarios that make use of media artefacts in a specific context. The 
platform contains a web-based authoring environment, cross-platform mobile 
applications to run the scenarios, as well as tools to monitor progress and re-
sults. Besides exploring the pedagogical background, the paper describes the 
conceptual implementation as well as the technical infrastructure and lists the 
requirements for demonstrating the platform and all its components. 
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1 Introduction 

As a result of on going technological developments and work on mobile learning 
applications, the authors’ present ARLearn1 - an open source mobile application plat-
form for designing, supporting, and evaluating mobile learning scenarios that make 
use of media artefacts in a specific context. A flexible dependency mechanism ena-
bles the definition of an instructional (game) logic on top of these artefacts. The plat-
form contains a web-based authoring environment, cross-platform mobile applications 
to run the scenarios, as well as tools to monitor progress and results. ARLearn offers 
great potential for different learning applications and has been successfully applied to 
support especially field trips and role-playing serious games. 

2 Background 

ARLearn allows defining instructional designs for mobile applications linking the 
virtual world with real world experiences. This concept is backed up by several edu-
cational theories. The anchored instruction approach [1] was developed to decrease 

                                                             
1 ARLearn: http://code.google.com/p/arlearn/ 



the problem of inert knowledge through the presentation of real authentic problems 
and the active exploration by learners. ARLearn intends to implement this core idea in 
linking real world situations and problems with learning support. Furthermore the 
theory of situated learning [2] is grounded on the assumption that learners do not 
learn via the plain acquisition of knowledge but they learn via the active participation 
in frameworks and social contexts with a specific social engagement structure. AR-
Learn facilitates such an authentic learning context by providing the means for im-
mersive learning scenarios. According to [3] immersive learning is defined as learn-
ing that involves the “subjective impression that one is participating in a comprehen-
sive, realistic experience”. This covers potentially all phases of the experiential learn-
ing cycle [4], namely concrete experience, reflection, abstract conceptualization, and 
active experimentation. 

2.1 Technology 

The core of ARLearn is the capability to make use of media artefacts in a specific 
context. The platform allows defining a (game) logic on top of these artefacts. These 
artefacts can hold information or add a function to the game and can be positioned on 
a map by providing latitude and longitude attributes. Not providing location attributes 
turns the item into messages that users can receive at some point in time. Within a 
game, an author defines these items, as well as the following dependencies between 
the items: 

• Action-based dependencies become true once a certain game action has been trig-
gered, 

• Time-based dependencies binds a time offset to another dependency, and 
• Boolean dependencies provide means to create “AND” and “OR” statements with 

other dependencies. 

Once a game has been created, an arbitrary amount of runs can be created and played. 
A run defines users grouped in teams. While users play a run, they generate actions 
(e.g. “reading a message”, “answering a question”) and responses. This output is then 
managed within the realm of a run.  

The ARLearn platform is based on an application infrastructure. ARLearn builds 
on the JAVA version of Google App Engine2 using servlet, Java Data Objects (JDO), 
JCache and other JAVA technology. Two communication protocols for clients permit 
retrieving information from ARLearn. The REST based Application Programming 
Interface (API) features basic CRUD (Create, Read, Update and Delete) operations. 
Furthermore a push notification system was implemented that only sends messages to 
the client when an event occurred. In this notification system, each client maintains a 
connection and listens for messages coming from the server. The platform is comple-
mented by a web-based authoring environment, a cross-platform mobile applications 
to run scenarios, as well as tools to monitor progress and results. 

                                                             
2 Google App Engine: https://appengine.google.com 



3 Scope and results 

ARLearn has been successfully applied to support especially field trips and role-
playing serious games. Respective results have been reported and published in work-
shop and conference proceedings as well as journals, e.g. [5] and [6]. Recently the 
platform is also used in the context of European projects on language learning with 
young children and to support inquiry-based learning of adolescents. 

In total two papers related to the ARLearn application platform haven been sub-
mitted to the conference. The first submission describes the design of a mobile learn-
ing game to investigate the impact of role-playing on helping behaviour. The second 
submission used the platform to design a pervasive intervention to increase pro-
environmental awareness, consciousness, and learning at the workplace. 

4 Demonstration 

In the context of the conference demonstration interested users will be able to explore 
all tools and existing scenarios created with the application platform, e.g. a field trip 
to explore cultural and architectural highlights of a city, a serious game for young 
children learning languages, a thematic tour in a museum, and a role playing scenario 
to train emergency situations. Besides the existing scenarios, a showcase explaining 
the functionality and approach of the platform itself as well as the related case studies 
and designs submitted to the conference can be experienced under guidance of the 
corresponding authors. Furthermore it will be possible to trial recent developments, 
such as mobile authoring or ambient information visualization. 
 

    
Fig. 1. ARLearn game authoring (left) and results display (right) 

The demonstration will illustrate how authors can create new games (see Fig. 2 left). 
Via a web based authoring tool, users can create games and can add users to a game 
play. As soon as game players upload answers or data (e.g. pictures, video, etc.), one 
can use the ARLearn Results Display (see Fig. 2 right) to monitor student progress. 
This web based tool enables filtering as well as navigating through the results of a 
game play. 



 

 
Fig. 2. ARLearn mobile application 

The demonstration will showcase the different tools accompanied by a number of 
mobile devices to showcase the mobile application. The mobile application is current-
ly only available for Android (Version 2.2 or higher). The application can be down-
loaded for free via the Google Play Store. In the context of the conference demonstra-
tion interested users can either download and install the application on their own de-
vices or interact with the application on a limited number of demonstration devices. 
Figure 2 shows the mobile application for Android. 
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